
brings water to life

Graphite Maintenance
Equipment

Quality swimming pool maintenance equipment for all types of pools

• Vac Heads • Brushes • Leaf Nets & Rakes • Handles • Thermometers •



The Certikin Graphite range of swimming pool maintenance equipment is

manufactured in an attractive graphite grey colour. The Graphite range is strong,

durable and designed to Certikin’s exacting standards.

GRAPHITE MAINTENANCE EQUIPMENT

Vac Handles
Every vac head, brush and leaf net comes with a wishbone clip to

enable quick and easy connection to a telescopic vacuum handle.

Vac handles are adjustable with a twist-lock action and the correct

handle should be selected in order that it is long enough to allow

the centre of the pool to be cleaned.

CCMG85 6’ - 12’ telescopic handle

CCMG84 8’ – 16’ telescopic handle

Vacuuming Concrete and Tiled Pools
Vacuum heads for concrete and tiled pools have wheels and

brushes allowing them to be moved easily across the pool floor.

Certivac has a large 19” (483mm) wide articulated head and has

been designed for use in larger concrete pools. Its adjustable

brushes and supreme manoeuvrability allow it to reach every

corner of the pool. It is suitable for use with both 1.5” and

2” vac hose.

For smaller pools, use the 14” Aluminium vac head or the Flexible

9” (230mm) vac head which has a flexible body and side brushes

allowing a thorough pool clean.

CVH 19 Certivac 19” articulated vac head

CCM131 Aluminium 14” vac head

CCMG115 Flexible 9” vac head with side brushes

Thermometers
Check the water temperature with one of our quality thermometers

that have easy to read displays in both Celsius and Fahrenheit and

come with a string for securing to a ladder or handrail. Scoop

thermometers are designed to fill with water so that they sink

below the water line, whereas the floating thermometer is

designed to float at the water line. The digital thermometer is

solar powered and comes with a back up battery. It has the added

feature of keeping maximum and minimum temperature readings in

its memory, and can easily be switched from oC to oF as required.

CCMG505 Digital thermometer

CCMG69 Scoop thermometer - 10”

CCM202 Floating Thermometer

Vacuuming Liner Pools
In order to keep liner pools looking their best and prevent potential

liner damage, vacuum heads for liner pools have soft brushes

rather than wheels. The Deluxe vac head is lead weighted to

ensure that it stays on the bottom of the pool and comes with a

swivel so that it can reach every part of the pool floor.

Alternatively use our standard liner vac head or the See-Through

semi-circular vac head which allows you to see the debris as it is

vacuumed up.

CCMG71 Deluxe lead weighted vac head with swivel

CCMG130 See-though semi-circular vac head

CCMG049 Standard vac head

Leaf Nets and Rakes
Used to collect leaves and other material from the bottom of the

swimming pool, the Leaf Rake has a deep polyester net welded to

an extra wide frame ensuring greater strength and maximising the

debris that can be collected with one sweep. The Leaf Net is

perfect for collecting leaves from the water surface. Its polyester

net is welded to its lightweight frame making the leaf net strong,

yet light to use.

CCMG117 Leaf net (flat)

CCMG118 Leaf rake (deep bag)

Cleaning the walls
Swimming pool walls should be regularly brushed to prevent the

build up of algae. For stubborn algae growth on the walls of

concrete pools, use an algae brush with stainless steel bristles to

make cleaning easier.

CCMG142 Algae brush

CCMG81 10” wall brush

CCMG58 18” curved wall brush

CCMG51 18” curved aluminium wall brush
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Accessories
The life hook, venturi-vac and floating dispenser complete the

graphite range. Splasher pools and paddling pools with minimal or

no filtration can be cleaned using a venturi vac. The venturi vac is

connected to a standard garden hose and through venturi action,

collects dirt and debris in its integral vacuum bag as the vac is

moved across the splasher pool floor. The floating dispenser is

designed to take up to 3” diameter chlorine tablets and is

adjustable in order to regulate the amount of chlorine that is dosed

into the water. For safety, every pool should have a life hook

attached to a fixed pole and kept at the poolside for use in an

emergency.

CCMG104 Venturi vac with 48” handle

CCMG119 Floating adjustable chemical dispenser

(takes 3” tablets)

CCMG312 Life hook

CCMG119

This literature is intended as a guide. The Company resrves the right to change the
specifications without notice.

If you require further technical information
please do not hesitate to contact us


